


1 HOW I FEEL WAITING
written by opti



II  TO FALL UNDER YOUR SPELL
written by opti



III  PAPILLON (Spring Edit)
written by Raycord and opti - please check www.myspace.com/raycord

http://www.myspace.com/raycord
http://myspace.com/raycord


IV BRAVERY (Interlude)
written by opti
Contains samples from Derren Lee Poole’s «Field Recording Work 2003 v1.3»



V ROSE TOP AWAKENING 
written by opti
Contains samples from André Breton reading his own poem «L’Union Libre»



VI WHISPERING IN A TREE
written by opti



VII THE LETTER D
written by opti
Contains samples from Al Hansen’s «The Futuristic Chattanooga Choo Choo in the Mongolian Desert»



VIII ANGELS (Interlude)
written by opti
Contains samples from Derren Lee Poole’s «Field Recording Work 2003 v1.3»



IX THE OTHER ONE
written by opti
Contains samples from The Tape-beatles «Good Times» (much respect to Public Works Productions)



X BETWEEN MY EYES AND EVERYTHING I LOOK AT
written by opti
Contains samples from Eric Satie’s «Four Gnossiennes 1-Lent» (guitar version, played by Pierre Laniau, EMI 1982)



XI MISSED OPPORTUNITY
written by opti



XII A SHEER DROP (Interlude)
written by opti



XIII INFINITY BEGINS
written by opti & P.I.L.A.R. - please check www.soundcloud.com/delf

http://www.myspace.com/raycord
http://www.soundcloud.com/delf


As far as I can remember being able to think by myself, I’ve 
always been fascinated by people being real emotional triggers to 
other people’s inner feelings. The record you’re about to listen to 
- or already listened to - was made in one exact year (started on 

October 2009 and released on October 2010). I started it because 
a huge amount of things were changing in my life. Everything 
went so hectic that I really felt the need to write it down and 

doing music this way made everything suddenly coherent. 
Experiencing so many feelings in such a small amount of time has 
been mental, and these tracks will all tell you about the path I’ve 

been walking on for the last year. It’s all about confusion, despair, 
hope, enlightenment, love, loss, guilt, pride, etc...

Change is something we shouldn’t fear that much. Everything 
around us tends to make us slaves to the law of comfort, be it 

intellectual, material, or even in our relationships. Now and then, 
give comfort a kick and imperish yourself may be a good idea.

When I wrote these tracks, I tried to focus on feelings. Being 
expressive was way more important to me than being technical - 
but I hope you won’t find production that bad neither. I’ve been 

searching a lot of textures through the most compulsive and weird 
process possible with my gear. I recorded a kid’s guitar, I made 

sounds out of amplifier cracks, field recordings, analog guitar 
effects clippings, sampled records that touched me, etc... 

I’d like to thank 

- you for taking the time to listen to this music, and maybe read all of this to the end.
- Paul @ Acroplane, for allowing me to release this and asking me no modification. Label managers understand themselves.

- the Airflex Labs crew. We’ve been building a lot of things together for the past two years, and we’re not over, trust me.
- the Jarring Effects crew, for teaching me and making me live so many things.

- the young emerging scene in Lyon, France, that makes this town more interesting day after day (you know who you are)
- my parents, for getting me into music as a kid, and for being always here, up and still. Ear what you’ve done !

- my sisters, Floriane and Angélique, and the whole family. You know why.
- my friends (you know who you are too)

- every people I met / listened / read / watched / fought / loved / etc... who helped me building this, and kept me focused on music.
- Thom Yorke, Jonny Greenwood, Chopin, Jay D, Joy Division, Rachmaninov, Talking Heads, Chris Clark, and many more.

- Dante, Nothomb, de Maupassant, Lionel Naccache, Hemingway, Rimbaud, Nietzche, Baudelaire, Kerouac, , and many more
- and last but not least, my children Margaux, Thom and Lisa : You are a permanent source of enlightenment.

Thank you.

Pierre Serafini
September 26th 2010.

Dear Stranger,

Almost every sound has been processed through really strange 
chains of treatments, and I’m actually quite happy with it, as I feel 
like I’ve really been putting parts of myself in each and every bit.

All of this may explain the fact that this record may not sound as 
perfect and loud as loads of other electronic music records that are 
released these days, but it wasn’t really intended to. I hope you’ll 
find it interesting the way I did it, and that you will go further 
than judging production, loudness, etc... I’m really thinking that 
what I love the more in «The Letter D» is the permanent flow 
of imperfections that lay in each track, in each movement. We 
have to be comfortable again with this. I’m convinced that music 
wasn’t intended to be perfect, that the separation between noise 
and music is really thin, that today’s way of producing music tend 
to rationalize too many things. Maybe we should learn to feel and 
express, again.

The letter «D» may stand for Delight, Delusion, Do It Yourself, 
Discovery, Diary, Dare, Dawn, and tons of other words... But it’s 
not.

She will recognize herself. 
She will know this record his dedicated to her ways of being 
herself.
She will know...



All Tracks written, performed, produced, arranged and mastered by opti (Pierre Serafini)
Excepting : 

III PAPILLON (Spring Edit) - written by Raycord (Carl Raymond) and remixed by opti (Pierre Serafini)
XIII INFINITY BEGINS -  written by opti (Pierre Serafini) and P.I.L.A.R. (Delphine le Gallaisi)

-

Artworks by Pierre Serafini
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This album is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial Share Alike license.

For any enquiry about licensing, publishing and business related stuff, please contact opti@airflexlabs.com
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Released by Acroplane Recordings - http://www.acroplane.co.uk
on October 4th 2010.
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